These results are explained by the penetration of the InAs two-dimensional-electron
wavefunction into (Ga,Fe)Sb. The ability to strongly modulate the NM channel current by both electrical and magnetic gating represents a new concept of magnetic-gating spin transistors.
High-quality semiconductor materials are at the core of high-performance electronic devices, such as transistors and lasers, due to their high carrier mobility and coherency. However, the volatility of information stored in semiconductor structures inevitably causes large power consumption in both operation and standby modes, which rises rapidly with the degree of device integration and miniaturization. Introducing nonvolatility into semiconductors is thus strongly desired, and ferromagnetic semiconductors (FMS) have been successfully realized by doping a large amount (from one to tens of percent) of magnetic impurities into NM semiconductors, which solves the problem of volatility [11] [12] [13] [14] . Such incorporation of magnetic impurities, however, has major unwanted impacts on the properties of the host semiconductors, significantly degrading the carrier mobility and coherency and even forming impurity bands that invalidate the conventional understanding of well-established semiconductor materials and devices 14 . Achieving a very large magnetic response in a NM semiconductor without magnetic impurity doping is therefore of crucial importance; however, doing so is highly challenging.
Utilizing the magnetic proximity effect (MPE) is a promising pathway to avoid the aforementioned dilemma in FMSs. The MPE, which occurs due to the magnetic coupling within a few monolayers at the interface of two magnetically dissimilar layers, is effective in incorporating magnetic effects into NM materials in which doping magnetic impurities is difficult or undesirable 15, 16 . In particular, the MPE at FM/NM interfaces where the NM layer is a material with strong spin-orbit coupling-typically a heavy metal, TI, or a two-dimensional electron gas (2DEG) with a strong Rashba effect-has attracted much attention as these materials represent promising components for spintronics devices and as a route toward realizing Majorana fermions 17, 18 . Using such FM/NM interfaces, several groups have reported new proximity-originated MR effects [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] , which have led to a new ability to manipulate electron transport in the NM channel by the magnetization of the FM layer. However, the MR ratio is too small (0.01 ~ 1%) to consider any application, and the MR and related properties cannot be controlled by external means, such as a gate voltage, because of the short-range magnetic coupling (~1 nm) at these FM/NM interfaces and the short Thomas-Fermi screening length (~0.1 nm) in the metallic NM channels.
Here, we show that the magnetic coupling range of MPE in a NM/FM bilayer can be dramatically enhanced, at least by two orders of magnitude, to several tens of nm on the NM side by using a semiconductor quantum well (QW) as the NM layer. Due to the very high carrier coherency in single-crystal semiconductors (which can exceed 100 nm in a good sample), the electronic states in nm-scale semiconductor thin films are quantized, and all the electron carriers behave collectively in the quantized direction, which is perpendicular to the NM/FM interface. Therefore, even if the 2D electron wavefunction in the NM QW penetrates moderately (only a few nm) into the neighbouring FM layer, the magnetic coupling is effectively felt by the whole electronic system. Moreover, we can shift the position of the wavefunction by applying a gate voltage, through which the MPE can be largely controlled. As a proof-of-concept system, we studied bilayers consisting of NM InAs QW and FM (Ga,Fe)Sb (Fig. 1a) . This bilayer system has several unique properties that are particularly suitable for demonstrating MPE:
i) (Ga,Fe)Sb is a p-type FMS with a high Curie temperature TC (> 300 K) 19, 20 Hall bars and measured magnetotransport properties by the standard 4-terminal method.
First, we measured the MR of sample A with dInAs = 15 nm when a magnetic field H was applied parallel and perpendicular to the film plane (Fig. 1c) . Our Hall measurements on this sample indicate n-type conduction and a mobility of 938 cm 2 /Vs at 2 K for electron carriers in the InAs channel. We note that this mobility is impressively high considering the low growth temperature of the InAs layer (~235℃), which was required to maintain the crystal quality of the underlying FMS (Ga,Fe)Sb layer. The favourable quality of the InAs channel was further manifested by strong Shubnikov-de Haas (SdH) oscillations in the resistance when applying H perpendicular to the film plane (Fig. 1c) , which remained clearly visible at temperatures of up to 100 K (Fig. 1d) , indicating that the carrier coherency was preserved even at such high temperature. The SdH oscillations disappeared when applying an in-plane H, which is evidence of the formation of a 2DEG
in the InAs QW.
In all the samples, we observed very large MR values of several tens of percent (for example, the MR value in sample A was 20% at 2 K and 10 T, as shown in Fig. 1c To quantify the MPE of the (Ga,Fe)Sb magnetization on the magnetotransport in the InAs QW, we reproduced the PMR − H characteristics using a phenomenological model, which is based on the model of Khosla and Fischer 22 but modified for the case of interfacial magnetic scattering. In a system with localized magnetic scattering centres, the MR can be described as follows: 
where (Ga,Fe)Sb and ( ) denote the (Ga,Fe)Sb region and the electron wavefunction, respectively. Note that our calculations indicate that only the first subband of the QW is occupied. As expected, P strongly increases with negative Vg. The Vg-dependences of P (green triangles) and the PMR ratio (red circles) show a strong positive correlation (Fig.   3e ), which confirms our aforementioned reasoning that the modulation of the PMR ratio is caused by the shift of the carrier wavefunction in the InAs QW with Vg.
Finally, we discuss the device application prospects of this new PMR. As shown in Fig. 4 , by maintaining the high quality of the NM semiconductor channel, we have successfully realized FET operations in the InAs/(Ga,Fe)Sb bilayers; the current is modulated by over 2250% by varying Vg from −3 V to +3 V. In addition, the current is altered by ~8% due to the PMR when applying μ0H = 1 T to rotate the magnetization of (Ga,Fe)Sb from the in-plane to the perpendicular direction (the red and blue curves in Fig.   4a , b, respectively). Therefore, the device shows promise as a magnetic-gating spin FET if we can switch the magnetization direction of (Ga,Fe)Sb in a non-volatile manner.
Furthermore, as InAs can also host superconductivity by the proximity effect with s-wave superconductors (SC) [24] [25] [26] [27] , the large and tuneable MPE in InAs/(Ga,Fe)Sb provides another important ingredient that makes SC/InAs/(Ga,Fe)Sb heterostructures a good candidate as a platform for realizing Majorana fermions 17, 18 .
Methods

Sample preparation and characterization
We 
Modified Khosla-Fischer model
Equation (1) is based on the Khosla-Fischer model that describes magnetotransport phenomena in systems containing localized magnetic moments 22 . The parameters in eq.
(1) are given by
In eq. (4) and (5), A1 is a constant representing the contribution of spin scattering to the whole MR, is the Bohr magneton, is a numerical factor that is on the order of unity, D( F ) is the density of states (DOS) at the Fermi level, g is the effective Lande factor of the InAs QW, ⟨ 2 ⟩ is the averaged squared magnetization, S is the localized spin moment of (Ga,Fe)Sb (we assume S = 5/2 for Fe 3+ ions in (Ga,Fe)Sb), and J is the s,p-d exchange interaction energy at the bilayer interface. In eq. (6) and (7), and represent the conductivity and mobility of electron carriers in InAs, respectively. The subscripts 1 and 2 of each parameter denote the majority and minority spins, respectively.
Self-consistent calculation of the electronic structure in InAs/(Ga,Fe)Sb bilayers
We performed self-consistent calculations to obtain the Vg dependence of the band profile and carrier distribution in InAs QW/(Ga,Fe)Sb bilayers using Schrödinger's equation (8) and Poisson's equation (9):
Here, z is the growth direction, Vcharge is the space charge potential induced by electron carriers, Voffset is the conduction band offset between InAs and GaSb at the Γ point (= 813 meV), Vxc is the exchange-correlation potential of electrons 28 , Vgate is the potential induced by the gate voltage, and ( ) is the electron wavefunction. For InAs, the dielectric constant value ε = 12.37ε0 and the electron effective mass at the Γ point m* = 0.08 m0 were used. In these calculations, we assumed that the Fermi level is pinned at the valence band top of (Ga,Fe)Sb due to the formation of an impurity band there, and we used the carrier (electron) concentration measured by the Hall effect at every Vg (see S.
I.). Figure S1) . At 3.5 K, the resistivity of the (Ga,Fe)Sb thin film is two orders of magnitude larger than that of the InAs/(Ga,Fe)Sb bilayer. This indicates that more than 99% of the current flows in the InAs channel. This result is consistent with the fact that Hall measurements at all temperatures always indicate n-type conduction and the observed electron mobility is much higher than the hole mobility of (Ga,Fe)Sb. Therefore, the magnetoresistance presented in the main manuscript is a phenomenon occurring in the nonmagnetic InAs channel.
Supplementary Note 2: InAs channel thickness (dInAs) dependence of the proximity magnetoresistance (PMR)
We study the dependence of the PMR on the thickness of the InAs channel dInAs. This behavior supports our conclusion that the PMR observed in the
